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In 2006 Victorian teachers will be reporting on student achievement of the
new Victorian Essential Learning Standards (VELS). ^'hile many teachers
may be familiar with the discipline-basedsUinckrds. the new strands of
Physical, Personal and Social Learning, and Interdisciplinary Learning
may throw up a few challenges. Concurrently the Department of Education
and Training is promotinj^ the Principals of I-eaming and Teaching
(PoLTs) as hest practice for teachers.

This paper outlines a practical project that encourages students to take
responsibilitv' for their own learning and is particularly relevant to the VKLS
and to the PoLTS The p^e r has been supplemented with quotes from the
VELS and Polls at relevant places to highlight where and how the program
addresses these initiatives. It will describe a new approach to school
museum excursions developed by the Sovereign Hill Education Service.
Inspired by the work of Janette Griffin and other educationalists,/1M//I£?«/;C
Lecmting Bemml the Classroom uses modem classroom practice to
promote ownership of learning by students. The program ofters students
and teachers choice and caters for a range of abilities (using Blooms
taxonomy) and learning st\'les (using Multiple Intelligence theories). It
discusses the inspiration l>ehind the program, describes how the program
works and presents feedback received from practising teachers,

1. Being Inspired
Learning outside the Classroom

Janette Griffin (19%) research Into teaming in museums h;is presented
a challenge for museum educators. She bas documented the faci that
museum visits are much more powerful if embedded in a unit of work
undertaken in the classroom. Excursions are even more powerful if they
are used to research questions and topics developed by students beforehand.

In recent presentations. Griffin (2004) has advocated tbe need to educate
teachers to allotc their students freedom to learn in museums. She
contends that trails simply restrict students' natural curiosities and are used
by teachers more often as a control technique than as a leaming tool.

Griffin proposes that successful excursions provide students mlhpuTpose.
choice and ownership. She has adopted this approach in her SMILES
project (School-Museum Integrated Leaming Experiences in Science
Museums). She calls this approach "student centred leaming".

What is Authentic Learning?

Maureen O'Rourke's work with the Victorian Schools Innovation
Commission has seen her involved in a variet}' of activities witli practising
teachers, ln 2000 she was working with Ballarat teachers on We
Australian National Schools Network Authentic Leaming and Digital
Portfolio project. In 2003 she ran an enlightening workshop with teachers
at the SoundHouse where she asked tliem to describe the features of a
program they had conducted that had lead to real learning outcomes for
their students. The ensuing discussion was fascinating and elicited features
very similar to Janette Griffin's "purpose, choice and ownership" as being
the defining factors of authentic leaming"

A study conducted by Victoria University in collaboration with the
Australian National Schools Network and teachers in schools defined
authentic leaming as "a social practice enabling students to act
knowledgeably and powerfully in the classroom and the world" (Kruger,
etal. 2001).

The authors described the characteristics of authentic leaming as being:

• "A trajectory from conversation to production/publication

• Students leaming with others and in groups

• Active production

• Usefulness and meaning for students

• Student participation in deciding what should be leamed and how".

"Having the knowledge, skills and hebariotirs to
patHcipate in society."

VELS: Physical, Personal and Social Learning
Civics and Citizenship Uomain
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2. Authentic Learning Beyond the
Ciassroom: the Project
III iOOl, inspired by Janetle Griffin's work, the Sovereign Hill Education
Service started looking for a way to help teachers make an excursion to
our site more meaningful for students. We were convinced that our site
offered wonderful opportunities for authentic learning experiences but were
aware that the best outcomes required a strong link to puqioseful work
undertaken in the classroom. The challenge was to find a modern, relevant
way to embed an excursion to class work. With every school pursuing a
slightly different agenda during their excursion, the methodology had
to be flexible and adaptable. Possibly ihe most impurtant prerequisite of
any program was that it had to make planning easy and not add to the
workload of already stressed teachers.

The program that was developed is called Authentic Learning Beyond the
Classroom. It seeks to give students greater focus during a visit by offering
a variety of research project options. The visit is givenpurpose as it is used
to research students' chosen topics. They are given a wide range of choices
concerning the topic and presentation method of their research. They take
otitiership by deciding where to find out their information and how to
present it.

The project uses five simple steps to organise student research during
the excursion. These steps are based on the research meth<xiology first
developed by the NSW Education Department and outlined in Wrapping
Up Research: 'leaching Information Skills for Middle Years Students
(Sovereign Hill Education Service 2000),

The Research Steps

/. Define Your Project

Students are given a table (Appendix 1) outlining a number of research
project options involving an excursion to Sovereign Hill. The table is
similar to one commonly used in Victorian schools and is inspired by the
workof Darryn Kmse (2001), Gardener's (1993) Multiple Intelligences are
used in order to cater for a wide range of learning styles. Using Bloom's
revised taxonomy (Anderson 1999) also ensures that different levels of
thinking are covered, Tlie table is provided on the Sovereign Hill web site in
Microsoft Word format so teachers may download it and make any changes
they see fit, it is therefore adaptable to the individual needs of texliers and
their classes.

In consultation with their teachers, students use this table to make a choice
of a project to undertake. Research is to be conducted at Sovereign Hill,

Individual learners "increasingly manage their oun
learning and growth by setting goals and managing
resources to achieve these."

V̂ELS: Physical, Personal and Social Learning
Personal Learning Domain

"The learning environment promotes independence,
interdependence and self motivation."

Principles of Learning and Teaching 2

"Students' needs, backgrounds, perspectives and
interests are reflected in the learning program"

Pdncipie.s of learning and Teaciiing 3

2. Think, Wink and Decide
This wonderful strategy was developed by Ballarat librarians Sandy Davie
and Denise Boyko, Using a simple forni (A4 folded booklet), students
ouil'me'IMigs I Now Know (Think) and V^hat J Need to Know (Wink)
about their chosen topic. They then use the Sovereign Hill Web site,
particularly the interactive map. to Decide where and how they might
find their infomiation while on their excursion,. This booklet becomes a
research plan that teachers can discuss and refine with students before they
arrive at Sovereign Hill. It allows students to decide what they will research
and where they will find their information. They are taking ownership of
the research.

Individual learners "increasingly manage their own
learning and growth hy setting goals and managing
resources to achieve these."

VELS: Pby'Sical, Personal and Social Leaming
Personal Learning Domain

"The study of thinking enables students to acquire
strategies for thinking related to enquiry', processing
information... "

VELS Interdisciplinary learning
Thinking Domain

"builds on students' prior experiences, knowledge
and skills"

Principles of Teaching and Learning 3-3

.?- Undertake the Excursion
it is suggested that teachers set aside an appropriate amount of time
(perhaps an hour) for students to undertake research work for their
projects while at Sovereign Hill, Students are then given freedom to
use their Think, Wink, Decide booklets to find out answers to their own
questions. The rest of the excursion is spent experiencing all the other
educational activities Sovereign Hill has to offer.

"Learning connects strongly with communities and
practice beyond the classroom"

Principles of Uaming and Teaching 6

"knowing their rights and responsibilities as a
citizen"

VELS Physical, Personal and Social Learning
Civics and Citizenship domain

4. Present the Project
After suitable preparation time back at school, students present their
projects to their classmates or to a wider audience. Any materials produced
and pubhshed on the web can easily be linked to the Sovereign Hill
Education Service's web site via our School's Showcase.

'Communication helps to construct all learning
and is central to the capacity to demonstrate and
convey what one has learned in different contexts to
different people."

VELS Interdisciplinary Leaming
Communication Domain
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5. Student Self Assessment
Part of the research methodology' is that students are required to assess
their own perfonnance. This procedure facilitates reflection and helps
students define their own learning needs. Students use a simple tomi to
assess how well they researched and presented their topic. Space is available
for teacher commenL See Appendix 2.

"acquire self knowledge arid di.'ipositions which
suppo>i learning"

VELS Physical. Pe^onal and S(x:ial learning
Persoiml Ltamin^ Domain

". ..acquire strategies for thinking related to ...
evaluation and reflection."

VELS lnterdiscipiinan- Learning
Thinking Domain

"uses assessment practices that encourage reflection
and self assessment

Principles of Teaching and Leaming 5.4

Authentic Leaming Beyond the Classroom is essentially a planning tool
for husy teachers.

• it uses a methodology familiar to many teachers to promote student
centred leaming on an excursion to Sovereign Hill.

• It relieves teachers of the burden of developing support materials

• It offers variet); allowing teachers to choose those aspects of the
program most suitable for their own students.

3. Feedback
Teacher Assessments of the Program

The Authentic Leaming program was trialied with Wendouree Primary
School and has heen made available via the Sovereign Hill weh site.
Anecdotal evidence suggested that many teachers using the Authentic
Leaming approach have heen stunned hy the qualit)' of work students have
presented. Some are also surprised at the level of responsihilit}' students
exhihited when undertaking research at Sovereign Hill.

In order to assess the effectiveness of the program, the Sovereign Hill
Education Service conducted interviews with a number of teachers who
have mvkrl'dkm Authentic learning Beyond /he Classroom. Specific
questions were asked in order to assess the quality of the program.

Why are teachers choosing to adopt this approach
to an excursion?
It is difficult to convince teachere of the usefulness of ihe Authentic
Leaming methodolog)' by uxitten advertising alone. M a result, a number
of professional development sessions and open dav-s have been used to
explain the approach. While we have no statistics, it appears that the
teachers usm%Authentic Leaming are those who have attended one
of these sessions. Some are already using a similar approach in their
classrooms. One commented:

"In the grade 5 curriculum area we like to give the studetits a
lot ofcfmice in their leaming .... We find that once the)' have

more ownership and responsibility they seem to efifoy the topic
a lot more and are a bit more accountable. So ownership was
really important for this e.xcur$ion..."

Other teachers have been inspired to try a new approach hased on the
enthusiasm of teachers presenting at professional development sessions.
Christine Branagh from our trial school (Wendouree Primary) was asked
hy a principal to speak to her whole staff in order to promote the use of
Multiple Intelligences methodology.

How useful is the project table based on Multiple
Intelligences and Blooms?

Professional development activities have highlighted the fact that while
most teacliers are aware of Multiple Intelligences and Blooms t:ixonomy
not ail are using them in their classrooms. When asked, the response is
often "We are meatit to be adopting an Multiple Intelligences approach,
but...". Many of these teachers are ple:Lsed to have a program handed to
them on a plate. They are sometimes astounded at the results as this quote
higlilights:

"TStf was probably one of the biggest eye-opening a'ents of my
teaching career! thi?ik. Vm was one of those things that got me

Anne I'orkr ami
her stiuhtls tuiited
parmts amtfrieiub
ofQinndiaii l/xid
Primary School lo the
presenlutm oftlmr
Atitbentk /..earning
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Christine Branagh 's year 6

from Weiukmree

' Sdmol/rrese/iled

their Authentic l£cirnin)>

pro/eels to Ihdr principal

amt tisiling guests.

into looking into the multiple intelligefices because I'd read a
lof of the theor}' and id played around in my classroom....
But the idea that Johnny here likes io build things so be should
be allowed to build things when he wants to learn is something
Id read about but not really practised in my classroom as
thoroughly as I should have."

Man\- teachers have adapted tlie table of offerings we have placed on
the Internet to suit their classes. Some teachers find too much choice is
daunting for students while one teacher suggested that we didn't have
"enough girlie things" to suit her students. We are constantly updating our
table with any new ideas teachers give us.

How effective is the Think, Wink, Decide booklet?

Most teachers ;i[ipreciate this method of developing a research plan. Some
appear a little scared of allowing thdr students freedom on an excursion
but the Think Wink [)ecide booklet gives students stmcture and teachers
knowledge of each student's whereabouts. Most importantly, this approach
encourages greater ownership of the project,

'Ihis became sort of like the students' bible. This is their action
plwi hasic/tlly... W had them decorating these, we had them
puttmg them in little pockets and the)- were so protective of their
action plan and they had such great omiership of what they
were going to do because they think they are in control of it...
The}- see Unit the)' are in charge of what the]- are going to do."

Those teachers more comfortable with allowing student choice are a bit
more relaxed about student planning...

"Some children still like to plan in their head... we didn 'tpush
it. A lot of children used the Think Wink Decide and found it
im'. very valuable because they knew exactly whal direction
they had to go."

How effective is this approach in promoting
student ownership and engagement?

"7he)''ve been champing at the bit to go and explore what they
need to find out... 'Lhey enfoyed... (other activities undertaken
at Sot 'ereign Hill)... but u 'ere alwm ^s asking ' ̂ hen can we find
out our information^' bemuse they find it important to ... have
ansu-eredthe questions the)' have set for themselves."

It is a common experience among teachers that students seem to rate the
Authentic Learning research as the best activity they undertake while at
Sovereign Hill, One local teacher conducted a survey with her class after
they had visited on 6 separate occasions to reach this concltision.

Janette Griffin has described the need to train teachers to allow students
the freedom to learn in a non-fomial setting. Some teachers have been
concerned that allowing students freedom will lead to behavioural
problems. Experience has proved this fear to be unfounded. At a
presentation to other teachers at Sovereign Hill, Christine Branagh from
Wendouree Primary School explained,

"When they actually got to Sovereign Hill, students who,
previously in my classroom .,, were frequently off-task were
absolutely engaged in what the)' were doing the entire time. ...I
was, as a typical teacher, very worried about some of the groups
of students t hafJ that I thought were going to ... throw bits of
paper at the lady in the lolly shop or go down the goldfields and
spend their time mining....

When they actually got to the goldfields it didn't happen. My kids
were just so engaged in what they were doing I was absolutely
^llbound by the fad that the)- got out there and the)' did
it. The)' were literally on the run to get the information they
wanted. So I Ijad no dkscplineproblems what-so-ei-er which I

found quite unusual."

How do you achieve any commonality in
assessment when allowing student choice?
The Sovereign Hill Education Service anticipated a concern from teachers
in attaining commonality in assessment. This is a problem that is not
isolated to museum visits but one that occurs for all teachers using
Multiple Intelligences and Blooms tables to provide choice.

The Assessment sheet provided is an attempt to have students reflect on
their own efforts. Perhaps the best answer is one that focuses on the process
of the research rather than the outcomes,

"Probably the easiest way is to have the children make their
own rubrics so they can do their own assessments... It's fairly
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common language in our classroom where! talk about the
process rather than the product. It's wonderful to have a finished
product but we talk about the process of learning involved."

Conclusions
Authentic Learning Beyond the Classroom is a wonderful way to give
students ownership of leaming on an excursion. It provides Janette Griffin's
three major features of successful excursions - Purpose. Choice ;md
Ownership, (Note how often these terms are used in the texhers' quotes
above). Importantly, it does not add to teachers' workloads and is adajjtable
to suit individual needs. We have received wonderful feedback from
teachers who have tried tiie program.

One of the difficulties is that it is not a program that can be explained on
paper. It needs to be supported witli Professional IX'velopment for teachers.
The best Professional Development involves teachers who have previously
used the process explaining how they went about it.

Because the material for the project is made freely avaihible on the web.
the Sovereign Hill Education Service has little idea of how m;iny schools
are undertaking it. But in offering this project, we are not in the business
of marketing to drum up bigger visitation numbere at Sovereign Hill, Our
marketing goal is, in fact, to ensure that teachers make an infonned decision
^lout their excursion, leading to the best educational outcomes for their
students. In tliis K S ^ \ . Authentic learning Beyond the Classroom is one
of many offerings but one we feel that has strong educational benefits.

Our challenge for tlie future is to conduct further Professional Development
for teachers to let them know about this program and to encourage them
to adopt a student-centred approach to their visit.
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Appendix 1
Authentic Learning Beyond The Classroom
Define Your Project

Choose one of the activities below. Discuss your choice with your teacher before proceeding.

Blooms
Gardner

Verbal /
Linguistic

Remembering /
Understanding

Present a PowerPoint
display summarising
your visit to Sovereign
HilL You will need to
take photos while you
are here.

Applying

Make a crossword or
word-search about
a theme related
to Sovereign Hill
e,g, businesses.
occupations, transport.
communication.
digging (www.
puzzlemaker)

Analysing

Construct the front
page of a newspaper for
5 December, 1854, Use
your visit to Sovereign
Hill to get ideas for ads
and articles.

Evaluating

Write a letter or email
to the Sovereign Hill
Education Service
explaining the
highlights of your
visit and any ideas
for improvement you
might have.

Creating

U'atch some of the
activations on your
visit. Write and act out
a script for a new street
activation at Sovereign
Hill based on a real
event or daily goldfields
life.
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Maths / Logic

Visual / Spatial

Musical

Bodily /
Kinaesthetic

inlerptTsonal
(People)

Uo the maths trail
at Sovereign Hill
($20 per kit). Before
coming work out
which sections you can
complete at school and
which must be done
during your visit.

Make a photographic
album or an attractive
poster about your class'
visit to Sovereign Hill

Make up a chant or a
rap about your visit to
Sovereign Hill.

Use simple materials
like sticks, bark,
plasticine and calico lo
recreate one of the huts
you saw at Sovereign
Hill.

In a small group,
decide on a topic and
produce a pictorial
display of one aspect
of Sovereign Hill. E.g.
buildings, transport.
diggings, Chinese
etc. (PowerPoint?)

Use the Sovereign Hill
web site & photos taken
on your visit to make
an illustrated timeline
of the major events of
the gold rushes. Before
you come, work out
what photos you will
need.

[Produce a picture
dictionary of a chosen
aspect of Sovereign
Hill (e.g. transport or
women or clothing)

Create a sound-scape
for a certain area of
Sovereign Hill. You
might like to include
music in a multi-
media display.

Develop models using
simple materials to
solve common mining
problems, e.g. your
mine is filling with
water/it is collapsing
/ it has bad air. Use
your Sovereign Hill
visit to investigate the
problem.

Study mining
technology' at
Sovereign Hill, Draw a
flow chart showing al!
the jobs thai have to be
done to get gold. Put
workers in your chart
and list their jobs.
Remember, someone
has to feed the group.

Take part in the Gold
f«'£T program at
Sovereign Hill.(This is
a whole class activit}'
for Primao'schools)
Create a graph showing
how much money e;ich
group made.

Create a goldfields story
using photographs
you have taken at
Sovereign Hill

Create a jingle
advertising Sovereign
Hill to a selected
audience (e.g.
famihes)

After attending an
education session at
Sovereign Hill, act out
a meeting between a
gentleman or lady and
a digger or miner's
wife or a Scott and a
Chinese,

Complete a Chinese
program at Sovereign
Hill. Kole-play a
meeting between a
Chinese and a Westem
digger Remember, you
can't speak each other's
language.

Take part in the
Mullock Heap Murder
Mys(er)- at Sovereign
Hill, (A whole class
acti\1t\' for secondary'
school groups) Search
for clues to find the
murderer. Write a
report back at school.

Does Sovereign Hill
really look like the
goldfields? Compare
and contrast Sovereign
Hill's buildings with
artworks and photos of
the time.

Take part in the
Ooldfield'& Verse
education session at
Sovereign Hill, Review
the songs explaining
your likes and dislikes.

Take part in Gold
Fei'er ot Suniving
on the Diggings at
Sovereign Hill, Act
out the court scene
of a digger charged
with not having a
licence deciding on the
digger's punishment.

After viewing 5/00^
ofi the Southmt
Cross write and deliver
a speech for one
character on each side
of the Eureka sttKkade,

Plan an illustrated
itinerary brochure
for a group primary-
school students visiting
Sovereign Hill to study
a particular theme.
E,g, transport, mining,
Chinese etc. Include
times and activities.

After a visit to
Sovereign Hill, create
an artwork about some
aspect of the Australian
gold rushes.

Create a song about life
in gold rush Ballarat

Create a model or
diorama of your own
diggings reflecting
iife on the goldfields
or how gold was
processed.

In a group, make a
goldfielis board game
using Sovereign Hill
sites. Decide where it
would be best to start
and finish and how to
navigate tbrougb the
game.
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Intrapersonal
(Self)

Naturalist

Make an artwork or
poster to show what
parts of Sovereign Hili
you enjoyed the most.

Download the map of
Sovereign Hill from the
internet. I'se a key to
show natural features
including high and
low ground, rivers,
vegetation, etc.

Dress up and take
photos on your visit to
Sovereign Hill to make
a photo strip showing
the life you would like
to have led "From
Diggings to Town"

Look at the
environmental
devastation on
the Sovereign Hill
Diggings. Write a list of
regulations to be added
to the licence to protect
the environment.

Make lists of good
and had aspects of the
diggings and town at
Sovereign Hill. Make
a table or scale to
explain what aspects
of goldfields life you
would have enjoyed
and what parts you
would have disliked.

I^ok closely at the
diggings or the steam
operations at Sovereign
Hill. Develop a flow
chart showing all
inputs and outputs of
the mining process.
labelling those
that are bad for the
environment.

Study the changes in
living conditions over
the 10 years of the
goldrush as depicted by
Sovereign Hill. Write
a substantial reflective
piece explaining how
the Australian gold
rushes have impacted
on your life. How
might your life be
different if there had
been no gold mshes?

Look at the diggings
at Sovereign Hill and
compare the mining
there to the quartz
mining showi at the
steam operations.
Explain which type
of mining you think
was worse for the
environment.

Create an identity and
costume yourself. Take
photographs on your
Sovereign Hill visit for
a pictorial essay of your
life on tlie diggings,

Take photos of some of
the mining machines
on the diggings at
Sovereign Hill. Make
up wanted posters for
each, explaining their
crimes against the
environment.

Marine Discovery Centre, Queenscliff
The Department of Primary Industries (DPI) provides education
services through the Marine Discovery Centre in Queenscliff. The
new DPI Queenscliff Centre is located on the shores of Swan Bay an
internationally significant wetland and part of the Port Phillip Heads
Marine National Park. The innovative building has been designed
using Environmentally Sustainable Design and Construction initiatives
and is expected to achieve the highest achievable, six star green rating.
Services are provided to early childhood centres, school groups, tertiary
students and the community' in a range of spectacular habitats.

Activities are predominantly field based and include:

• Rocky shore investigations and rockpool rambles.
• Swan Bay mudflat and seagrass communit)^ investigations
• Boat cmises
• Snorkelling
• Canoeing
• Catchment tours
• Laboratory' investigation
• Sand Dune investigations and revegetation studies.

The Education and Training Program also offers the following services:

• Teacher and professional development opjiortunities
• Design and delivery of training programs for external clients
• Provision of adult education marine biology programs
• Production of educational materials
• Work experience program for students
• Volunteer program.

Eor more infonnation. contact Tara Ellard. Department of Primary
Industries. Marine Discovery Centre, PO Box 114, Queenscliff VIC 322S,
Ph: 5258 0222, Fax: 5258 1435, email: tara.ellard@dpi.vic.gov.au.

•v neu'MarineDiscot>efy
i.i-ntre. DepartmeJit ofPrimmy
Imiuslria'. Queenscliff.
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Appendix 2

Authentic Learning Beyond tiie Classroom

Student Self Assessment Sheet

Name;

Topic/Activity

Why did you choose this topic/activity?

Look at your Think, Wink and Decide Booklet. How well did you answer your Wink
question/key words'!' What problems did you find in trying to research these areas?

How well did you present your work?

How might you improve the research and presentation of your next assignment?

Teacher comments
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